
Save valuable caregivers'

time. Don't search, fetch.

By IntraPosition's RTLS

Optimal asset utilization and

eliminate unnecessary P.Os

Improve patient experience with

immediate care

Gain a new layer of visibility into what is happening in your hospital. Seamlessly track and manage medical assets

in real time with IntraPosition's Asset Tracking solution. IntraPosition's end-to-end solution allows easy-to-use

software and hardware to manage and monitor assets, including real-time reports, insights, map view, and

geofencing alerts. With IntraPosition's robust solution, you can drive meaningful improvements and savings to your

organization. 

THE NEED FOR ASSET
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

BENEFITS

Ensure real-time visibility, boost
operational efficiency, and improve
financial outcome

Boost personnel satisfaction with

easy to use tools and services

www.intraposition.com

info@intraposition.com

 +1.347.535.0545

Equip your staff with a reliable real-time asset

management system to achieve an operationally efficient

healthcare environment.

Save caregivers valuable time searching for medical

assets and eliminate asset hoarding with a highly

accurate asset management system. From room-level

separation and up to 1 ft. accuracy, healthcare facilities

can use the asset tracking solution to automate

workflows such as PAR-level reports and geofencing

alerts. 



History player. Monitor the path and movement of each

medical device with our easy-to-use history player. 

By IntraPosition's RTLS

Ensure real-time visibility, boost
operational efficiency, and improve
financial outcome

Geofencing alerts. Seamlessly create and define

geofencing alerts. Use PAR-level reports to ensure the

medical assets are in place.

KEY FEATURES

Map view. Use a real-time map to locate and track your

medical assets at all times. 

User Management. Open as many users as you need and

assign different roles and permissions to each. 

IntraPosition's UWB technology with its

unique differential accuracy approach

enables getting the desired accuracy where

needed, with minimal hassle. Anywhere from

room-level to bed-level and 

1-ft accuracy.
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IntraPosition patent-pending deployment

solution allows using sparse infrastructure

without compromising on performance. Use

infrastructure only along the corridors to

achieve room-level separation. 

Best-in-class real-time location system at a

fraction of the cost compared to legacy

solutions. 

IntraPosition's technology can address various

location-based applications. With one

deployment effort, hospitals can add more and

more location-based applications over time. 

ACCURACYDEPLOYMENT

ONE TECH FITS ALL ATTRACTIVNESS

Create and pair new assets. Instantly create and pair new

assets from any mobile device, tablet, or desktop.

Remote monitoring. No additional hassle for your IT team.

The system is monitored remotely at all times. 


